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For the first time, Marie Hugo, an artist known for her work in Indian ink, has created a series of 

photographs: The three hundred days of the lotus. The photographs are compelling without being 

intrusive. They provide a pop of colour and complement their surrounding settings. 

 
This new work follows the three hundred days of the life cycle of a lotus plant, from rhizome to 

flowering until death. This series stands out because Marie Hugo is not merely interested in the flower. 

The viewer is invited to appreciate the plant in its entirety: roots, stems, leaves, flowers, pods and seeds. 

The lotus is unique because it has one stem for each flower and one for each leaf. The different parts of 

the plant are independent, yet they spring from a single heart nestled in the mud. Their complicated roots 

bind them like a family, while leaves and flowers grow out of the water in search of the light of the sky. 

The work reveals to the viewer the evolution of life, from birth to death. Thus, in three hundred days, 

from one photo to another, we follow the life of the lotus, similar to our own. 

 

 

 

                                Dye sublimation photographs 
 

Each photo is a ChromaLuxe Fine Art prints, mounted in a black frame, available in three different sizes 

(30 x 40 cm; 60 x 80 cm; 80 x 120 cm). Limited editions are numbered, stamped and signed. The 

ChromaLuxe prints on aluminium are archival, highly resilient and require no additional glass, acrylic, 

lamination or coating to protect them. The printing technique uses a process called “dye sublimation” 

fusing images onto metal, and achieving a high luminosity and a colour intensity comparable to the 

traditional Cibachrome and Kodachrome prints. The dye sublimation process renders prints waterproof 

and abrasion resistant as well as fire and chemical resistant, making artwork suitable for almost any 

interior and exterior environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 



 



 

  

 

 
 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Available sizes 
30 x 40 cm / 12 x 16 inches 

60 x 80 cm / 24 x 32 inches 

80 x 120 cm / 36 x 48 inches 

100 x 150 cm/ 39 x 59 inches 



Marie Hugo  
 

Marie Hugo is an Anglo-French artist who lives between 

London, Paris and the south of France. She has been steeped in 

art and literature all her life, as she comes from a large and 

distinguished family of artists and writers. She has worked in a 

variety of media, but her work is predominantly black ink on 

paper or canvas. 

 

Although trained in France in the Western European tradition, 

she has lived in Asia and has long had an affinity with the Orient: 

indeed, her style and inspiration have much to do with traditional 

Chinese art forms and much of her work can be described as a 

marriage of East and West. 

 

Marie Hugo was born in the south of France, in the wild, rugged 

area known as the Camargue, where her family had settled for 

generations, and where she still spends much of her time. She 

studied lithography and engraving at the Ecole des Beaux Arts in 

Montpellier, but she undoubtedly learned a great deal also from 

her father, the painter Jean Hugo, in whose studio she worked at 

the same time. 

  

After completing her studies, she moved to East Asia, where she 

was much inspired by the vast landscapes and Chinese art. Her 

inks, which are primarily black and white betrays her 

lithographical background. Nevertheless with a great mastery of 

the colour, in 1985, she illustrated the Imprimerie Nationale edition of the Fables of La Fontaine. 

  

In the 1980s she painted in tempera a body of work which she called “inner landscapes” as well as large murals 

for public places and hotels in the Far East. 

  

In the late 1990s, she returned to work in her father’s studio, painting with pigments and Indian ink in water. This 

innovative way of expressing herself proved a significant new departure for her. Leaves, bamboo, insects, lotus 

leaves, stones, water and twigs all became significant motifs in her work. 

  

Playing either with the rejection or the fusion of ink in water, her work balances fullness with emptiness. Her 

expression fluctuates between figuration and abstraction. Her art has also taken on a more sculptural, three-

dimensional form, as she mounted her large canvas works as an installation in the form of square columns, forming 

a “forest of light“ whilst a sculpture in metal mesh Medusa seems to play with both air and light. 

  

In 2014 she was invited to participate in the contemporary art festival, Art in the Park, in Kuala Lumpur’s Botanical 

Gardens, creating a bamboo structure housing her installation, Pantun Forest. 

  

In 2015 she was commissioned to design a colossal painting on the sand floor of the famous Roman Arena in Arles 

for the ‘Corrida Goyesque’ (a bull-fight, which also has art and music, and where the matadors are dressed in 

costumes of the period of the great Spanish painter Francisco Goya (1746–1828)). In the same way as a “mandala” 

is painstakingly created in coloured sand by Buddhist monks and then swept away, her lovingly created work in 

the sand was entirely erased by the hooves of the bulls and horses, symbolising, like a mandala, the ephemerality 

or impermanence of life. 

  

In 2016 Marie spent much of her time in the house of her most famous literary ancestor, Victor Hugo, on the island 

of Guernsey, researching his contribution to the decoration of the house. This research resulted in a book, 

Hauteville House: Victor Hugo décorateur published by Paris/Musée. 

 

More recently, Marie Hugo has been examining the old pond in her childhood garden to create her new series of 

photos, The Three Hundred Days of the Lotus, and invites us to follow the life of a lotus plant from birth to death. 

Although photography may seem like a departure, the series is a logical progression of her artistic journey because 

it brings together water, the natural world and her childhood, all reoccurring themes in her work. 
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